


DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE AND HAZARDOUS MATDRIALS SAFETY ADMINISTRATION

OFFICE OF PIPELINE SAFETY
WASHTNGTON, DC 20590

In the Matter of

Belle Fourche Pipeline Company,

Petitioner

CPF No. 5-2004-5030

PETITION FOR RECONSIDERATION

Petitioner Belle Fourche Pipeline Company (BFP), respectfully submits this Petition for

Reconsideration regarding the Final Order in the matter styled CPF No. 5-2005-5030. As

grounds, BFP states as follows:

1. FACTUALBACKGROUND

BFP owns and operates crude oil pipelines in Wyoming, North Dakota and Montana. In

May 2004, representatives of the Office of Pipeline Safety (OPS) "conducted an Integrity

Management (IM) Inspection of the Belle Fourche Pipeline Company" in Casper, Wyoming.

,See Notice of Probable Violation Proposed Civil Penalty Proposed Compliance Order and Notice

of Amendment (the 'NPV'), at 1. (Attached as Exhibit A).

Generally, under 49 CFR $ 195.452, operators are required to identify pipeline segments

that could affect a "high consequence area" and perform certain risk ranking assessments

associated with those segments. At the time of the May 2004 inspection, BFP had already

completed these identif,rcations and risk assessments. ,See Affidavit of Robert Stamp, fl 3.

(Attached as Exhibit B). However, BFP, at the time of the May 2004 inspection, also was

integrating its IM plan with that of a related company that had recently been formed to acquire

different pipeline assets in Wyoming, Montana and North Dakota, named Bridger Pipeline LLC
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(Bridger Pipeline). Id. Bridger Pipeline operates another related, but separate company called

Butte Pipeline Company (Butte Pipeline). BFP is a separate and distinct corporate entity from

Bridger Pipeline and Butte Pipeline. Id. It does not own either company, nor does it operate

their respective pipelines. Id. In fact, a review of OPS records will confirm that the three

companies have separate OPS identifrcation numbers.

Following the May 2004 inspection, OPS issued the NPV to BFP on September 30,2004.

OPS did not issue a NPV to Bridger Pipeline or Butte Pipeline in connection with the May 2004

inspection. The NPV has three relevant components. First, referring to certain segments of the

BFP, Butte and Poplar (Bridger) pipelines, the NPV alleges that BFP did not perform a seam

failure susceptibility analysis for low-frequency ERW (electric-resistance welded) pipe, citing to

195.452(c) (1) (i). NPV at 3. The NPV has a proposed compliance plan requiring that BFP

perform such an analysis. Id. at 12. Second, the NPV proposes a penalty in the amowrt of

$50,000 for the alleged failure to complete unspecified "risk analysis processes." Id. at 3, 10.

Finally, the NPV contains a "notice of amendment" requiring that various alleged deficiencies in

BFP's IM plan be corrected. ld. atl-12.

On November 4,2004, BFP responded in writing to the NPV. See Affidavit of Manuel

Lojo (Exhibit C); see also Letter from Manuel Lojo to Chris Hoidal, November 4,2004 (the

"Response Letter") (Attached to Exhibit C). OPS did not respond to this matter until issuance of

the Final Order, 23 months after issuance of the NPV.

2. AS TO ITEM 2(a), NO PENALTY SHOULD BE ASSESSED BECAUSE THE
FINAL ORDERIS BASED ON THE INCORRECT ASSUMPTION THAT BFP
DID NOT RESPOND TO THE NPV AND BECAUSE BFP HAD COMPLIED
WITH THE REGULATION AT ISSUE AT THE TIME OF THE MAY 2OO4
INSPECTION

The Final Order states that BFP has waived its rights to contest the NPV because it did

not respond to the NPV, and did not provide information warranting a reduction in the penalty.
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These findings are incorrect. Manual Lojo is an attomey employed by BFP who is responsible

for responding to matters involving OPS. Exhibit C, fl 1. Mr. Lojo has considerable experience

in timely responding to pipeline matters and regulatory deadlines. Id. Jf 2

Attached as Exhibit 1 to Mr. Lojo's affidavit is the Response Letter he prepared (with the

assistance of Mr. Stamp, the BFP engineer) and sent in response to the September 2004 NPV at

issue in this case. On its face, the letter responds to and specifically contests the entire proposed

$50,000 penalty, and provides the reason for contesting the penalty. ln addition, Mr. Lojo recalls

that he prepared the Response Letter with the assistance of Mr. Stamp, (the BFP engineer) who

provided factual information about the technical aspects of the NPV. Exhibit C,'tT 3. In addition,

Mr. Lojo's file contains information including an email that and other documents related to his

work in preparing a response to the NPV. Id.

Given the length of time it has taken for OPS to issue a Fjnal Order in this matter, Mr.

Lojo understandably does not have a specifrc recollection about how he directed that the

Response Letter be sent to the OPS. However, it was his customary practice then and still is

today to send any communications to regulatory agencies such as the OPS by expedited means,

and Mr. Lojo believes that he in fact sent the letter by expedited means on November 4,2004.

Id. fl4. The letter itself and Mr. Lojo's affidavit testimony demonstrate that, contrary to the

findings in the Final Order, BFP did respond to the NPV and did contest the penalty. Since the

Final Order (and the accompanying penalty assessment) is based on the mistaken assumption

that BFP did not respond, no penalty should be assessed.

The Final Order states that BFP did not seek a reduction in the penalty. In fact, BFP

requested that the penalty be eliminated because BFP was not in violation of the regulation at

issue. The penalty is based on Item 2(a) of the NPV. This item alleges that BFP "had not yet
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completed their risk analysis process. Therefore, the baseline assessment was not based on the

specific risk factors identified for each segment." NPV at 3. Although not specified, the NPV's

reference to "risk analysis process" apparently was intended to invoke those parts of 49 C.F.R. $

195.452 that require identihcation of"high consequence areas" and a schedule ofassessment

based on risk. The NPV apparently alleges that in failing to conduct the "risk analysis," BFP

failed to comply with 49 C.F.R. $ 195.452 (c) (l) (iii), which requires that an operator evaluate

"risk factors" in its baseline assessment plan. However, as stated in the Response Letter, and

confirmed by Mr. Stamp, BFP in fact had completed the required "risk analysis proaess" as of

the inspection date of May 2004. Response Letter at 1; Exhibit B,'lf 3. Consequently, BFP did

not violate the applicable sections of 49 C.F.R. $ 195.452 upon which the penalty apparently is

based. Because OPS has never considered this information which was submitted to it in the

Response Letter, and because the information demonstrates that no violation occurred, the

penalty should be eliminated.l

To the extent BFP and OPS disagree about whether there was compliance with the

susceptibility analysis regulations as of May 2004, a $50,000 penalty is still excessive. BFP had

made good faith efforts to comply by timely completing an IM plan. Further, as noted in the

Response Letter, BFP clearly recognized its obligations to conduct "risk analysis" and the plan

contained a schedule of assessment based on risk characteristics; BFP did not simply disregard

its regulatory obligations. No environmental harm resulted from the alleged violation. BFP did

I The inspectors may have based the NPV, at least in part, on the alleged status of the
Bridger Pipeline and Butte Pipeline IM plans at the time of the May 2004 inspection. Although a
combined plan was in development at that time, BFP is a separate and distinct corporate entity
from Bridger Pipeline and Butte Pipeline, neither owning nor operating their lines. Exhibit B, fl
3. To the extent that OPS believes that the May 2004 inspection revealed alleged violations of
OPS regulations regarding those entities and their assets, BFP, as a separate colporate entity,
cannot be held liable for any such alleeed violations.
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not realize any economic benefit because it committed the resources to prepare an IM plan and

perform risk analyses. Finally, given the circumstances about the confusion over which plan

OPS was reviewing, it would be unjust and inequitable to impose anything but a de minimis

penalty, to the extent a violation occurred (which BFP disputes).

3. AS TO ITEM 2(b), BFP HAD COMPLIED WITH THE REGULATION AT ISSUE
AT THE TIME OF THE MAY 2OO4INSPECTION

With regard to Item 2(b), OPS, citing 49 C.F.R. $ 195.452 (c) (t) (i), ordered BFP to

address the requirements ofthat regulation relating to potential seam failures in cerlain kinds of

pipe(lowfiequencyelectronicresistanceweldedpipe,or

alleges that BFP's IM program did not include a seam failure susceptibility analysis on ERW

pipe, which OPS apparently contends was necessary "prior to selecting baseline integrity

assessment methods for applicable segments." NPV at 3.

As stated in the Response Letter, BFP informed OPS that it believed it had a complete IM

plan at the time of the May 2004 inspection, and that it was unclear which plan (given the

integration that was ongoing at the time) was the subject of the NPV.2 Because OPS incorrectly

assumed that BFP failed to respond to the NPV, OPS failed to consider this information.

Specifically, with regard to seam failure susceptibility analysis, the applicable regulations do not

require actual seam failure baseline assessments to be completed until (as applicable to BFP)

2005 (for at least 50 percent of the line) and 2009 for the remainder of the line. 49 C.F.R. $

195.452 (d). As Mr. Stamp explains, BFP addressed the requirements by electing to reduce

maximum operating pressure on the relevant segments by 80 percent, and did so as of January

' In support of Item 2(b), the NPV references releases of oil from two line segments that
are not owned or operated by Belle Fourche. Belle Fourche again emphasizes that it cannot be
held liable for alleged deficiencies in the plans ofother companies, even ifthey are related, nor
can such incidents be attributed to it.



2005. Exhibit C fl 5. Thus, BFP contends that (as stated in the Response Letter) it was in

compliance as of the date of the inspection (because it had completed its IM plan), and is fully

compliant today, regarding the seam failure susceptibility requirements. (In fact, by reducing

maximum operating pressure by 80 percent as of January 2005, BFP is ahead of schedule). For

these reasons, the compliance order (and any finding of violation upon which it may be based)

should be rescinded.

4. THE ORDERTO AMEND SHOULD BE WITHDRAWN TO THE EXTENT AI{Y
OFTHE REQUIREMENTS ARE BASED ON DEF'ICIENCIES ON PLANS
OTHERTHAN THE BFP PLAN

As noted in the Response Letter, there was confusion during the May 2004 inspection

about which plan was being reviewed. This arose because BFP was integrating its completed

plan (as to its assets) with that of a recently formed, related pipeline company, such that the

combined plan was a work in progress. Thus, it was then and remains unclear which plan and

which assets (given the integration that was ongoing at the time) are the subject of the NPV.

Since the NPV was issued only to BFP, BFP requests that any items in the NPV that were not

directed at BFP's Dlan or assets be withdrawn.

Dated this2C day of July, 2006.

Respectfully submitted,

HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP

Boulder. CO 80302-5259
Telephone: (303)444-5955
Facsimile: (303) 866-0200
Colin.Hanis@hro.com
Attorneys for Petitioner,
Belle Fourche Pipeline Company
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The undersigned hereby certifies that on this Qt day of July, 2006, atrue and correct
copy of the foregoing Petition for Reconsideration was served by U.S. mail, postage prepaid,
as follows:
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U.S. Department
of Transportation
Research and
Special Programs
Administration

Weslern Rogion
Pipeline Safev

NOTICE OF PROBABLE VIOLATION
PROPOSED CIVIL PENALTY

PROPOSED COMPLIANCE ORDER
AND

NOTICE OF AMENDMENT

CERTIFIED - RETURN RECEIPT REOUESTEDdZOOfl-
0g60- 6 ss3 -H827- eSGb

September 30, 2004

Mr. Hank True
President
Belle Fourche Pipeline Company
895 W. River Cross Road
Casper, WY 82602

Dear Mr. True:

12300 W. Dakota A\€nue
Sui te  110
Lakevrood. CO 8022&2585

CPF No. 5-2004-5030

Between May 17 and 19, 2004, representatives of the Offrce of Pipeline Safety (OPS), Western
Region, pursuant to Chapter 601 of 49 United States Code, conducted an Integrity Management
(IM) Inspection of the Belle Fourche Pipeline Company @FPL) at your offices in Casper,
Wyoming.

As a result of the inspection, it appears that you have committed probable violations, as noted
below, ofpipeline safety regulations, Title 49, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 195. The
probable violations are as follows:

l. 5195.452 Pipeline integrity management in high consequence areas.

(f) What are the elements of an integrity management program? An integrify
management program begins with the initial framework An operator must
continually chatrge the program to reflect operating experience, conclusions drawn
from results of the integrity assessments, and other maintenance and surveillance
data, and evaluation of consequences ofa failure on the high consequence area. An
operator must include, at minimum, each of the following elements in its written
integrity management program:



(1) A process for identifying which pipeline segments could affect a high
consequence area;

1(a). BFPL has not considered which facilities could affect a high consequence area (HCA) in
their IM program. BFPL must amend their IM program to include an evaluation to
determine if their individual pipeline facilities could affect an HCA. This analysis must
include potential facility release volumes.

1(b). Belle Fowche Pipeline Company (BFPL) incorrectly defines a segment that could affect
an HCA as that section of pipe between two pipeline appurtenances such as valves or
pump stations that contains pipeline that could affect an HCA. As noted in FAe 3.2
"As used in the rule, a segment that can affect an HCA refers to a continuous portion of
a pipeline system in which the released commodity from a failure occurring anyt vhere
between the two end points of the segment couid migrate to and affect an HCA. The
segment sizes should be defined by whether or not a spill could impact the HCA and not
by pre-set definitions used by the operator." BFPL must amend their IM program to
properly define the boundaries of those segments that could affect an HCA. A properly
defined pipeline segment could affect an HCA at any locafion between its end points.

1(c). BFPL has arbitrarily determined the area of impact from a worst case discharge scenario
to be one mile from the pipeline, for onJand spills. BFpL must amend their IM
program to inciude technical justification showing that their use of the one mile area of
impact for onJand spills is conservative.

1(d). BFPL has arbitrarily determined that any segment of pipeline that crosses a sheam with
an HCA on it, could affect that HCA. BFPL must amend their IM program to include
technical justification for the assumption that any segment of pipeline that crosses a
stream with an HCA is considered to affect that HCA.

2, $195.452 Pipeline integrity management in high consequence areas.

(c) What must be in the baseline assessment plan?

(1) An operator must include each of the followine elements in its written
baseline assessment plan:

(i) The methods selected to assess the integrity of the line pipe, An
operator must assess the integrity of the line pipe by any of the
following methods. The methods an operator selects to assess low
frequency electric resistance welded pipe or lap welded pipe
susceptible to longitudinal seam failure must be capable of assessing
seam integrit5r and of detecting corrosion and deformation
anomalies.
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(A) Internal inspection tool or tools capable ofdetecting
corrosion and deformation anomalies including dents, gouges
and groovesl

@) Pressure test conducted in accordance with subpart E of
this part; or

(C) Other technology that the operator demonstrates can
provide an equivalent understanding of the condition oftbe
line pipe. An operator choosing this option must notify the
Office of Pipeline Safefy (OPS) 90 days before conducting the
assessment, by sending a notice to the address or facsimile
number specified in paragraph (m) of this section.l

(ii) A schedule for completing the integrity assessmentl
(iii) An explanation of the assessment methods selected and
evaluation of risk factors co[sidered in establishing the assessment
schedule,

(2) An operator must document, prior to implementing any changes to the
plan, any modification to the plan, and reasons for the modilication.

2(a). At the time of this inspection BFPL had not yet completed their risk analysis process.
Therefore, the baseline assessment schedule was nofbased on the specific risk factors
identified for each segment.

2(b). Historical OPS Accident Report records show that the I 0-inch portion of the Poplar
Pipeline, the 16-inch Butte Pipeline, and the Belle Fourche lz-inch Donkey cre-k to
Guernsey Pipeline all appear to have had pipetine releases associated with a long seam
failure. BFPL's IM program did not include a seam failure susceptibility analvsis on all
pipeline segments containing low frequency electric resistance *"ta.a pipe (LFERW)
and Iap welded pipe to determine which segments are susceptible to seam failure prior
to selecting baseline integrity assessment methods for appliiable segments.

2(c)- BFPL must amend their IM program baseline assessment plan (BAp) so that it
consolidates atl portions of the BFPL system and includer 1) the required assessment
schedule; 2) an explanation of assessment methods selected and; :litre rist analysis
results used to establish the schedule.

2(d). BFPL must amend their IM program BAP to include a process for revising the BAP and
appropriately documenting those revisions.

3' $195.452 Pipeline integrity management in high consequence areas.
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(d) when must operators complete baseline assessments? operators must complete
baseline assessments as follows:

(1) Time periods. Complete assessments before the following deadlines:

If the pipeline is

Then complete
baseline
assessments not
later than the
following date
according to a
schedule that
prioritizes
assessments

And assess at
Ieast 50 percent
of the line pipe
on an expedited
basis, beginniug
with the highest
risk pipe, not
Iater than:

Category I
Category 2
Category 3

March 31,2008
February 11r2009
Date the pipeline
begins operation.

September 30, 2004.
August 16,2005
Not applicable.

3(a). BFPL's IM program baseline assessment schedule would result in only approximately
37Yo of Category 2 pipe being assessed by August g, 2005.

3(b)' BFPL must amend their M prograrn baseline assessment schedule to enswe that 50%o of
Category 2 pipe will be assessed by August g,2OO5.

4. 5195.452 Pipeline integrity management in high consequence areas.

(d) when must operators complete baseline assessments? operators must
complete baseline assessments as follows:

(3) Newly-identified areas.

(i) When information is available from the information analysis (see
paragraph (g) of this section), or from Census Bureau maps, that the
population density around a pipeline segment has changed so as to
fall within the definition in $195.450 of a high population area or
other populated area, the operator must incorporate the area into its
baseline assessment plan as a high consequence area within one year
from the date the area is identified. An operator must complete the
baseline assessment of any line pipe that could affect the newly-
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identihed high consequ€nce area within five years from the date the
area is identified.

(ii) An oPerator must incorporate a new unusually sensitive area
into its baseline assessment plan witbin one year from the date the
area is identilied. An operator Eust complete the baseline
assessment of any Iine pipe that could affect the newly-identified
high consequence area within five years from the date the area is
identilied.

BFPL must amend their IM program to include a process for the incorporation of changes that
may cause new segments of their pipeline to affect an HCA.

5. $195.452 Pipeline integrity management in high consequence areas.

(f) What are the elements of an integrify management program? An integrity
management program begins with the initial framework An operator must continually
change the program to reflect operating experience, conclusions drawn from results of the
integrity assessnents, and other maintenance and surveillance data, and evaluation of
consequences of a failure on the high consequence area. An operator must include, at
minimum, each of the following elements in its written integrify managemenr program:

(8) A process for review of integrity assessment results and information analysis
by a person qualilied to evaluate the results and information (see paragraph (h)(2)
of this section).

5(a). BFPL must amend their IM program to include training and qualification requirements
for personnel performing key integrity management functions (e.g., review of
assessment results, risk analysis).

5(b) BFPL must amend their IM program to include criteria for l) vendor inJine-inspection
(ILI) tool tolerancesl 2) vendor reporting requirements; 3) operator/vender proc;ss for
resolution of variances and problems; 4) vendor ILI assessment personnel qualifications.
One possible solution is to develop vendor specificstions.

6. $f95.452 Pipetine integrity management in high consequence areas.

(g) what is an information analysis? In periodically evaluating the integrity of each
pipeline segment (paragrapb fi) of this section), an operator must analyze all available
information about the integrity of the entire pipeline and the consequences of a failure.
This informafion includes:

(3) Data gathered in conjunction with other inspections, tests, surveillance and
patrols required by this Part, including, corrosion control monitoring and cathodic
protection surveys; and
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BFPL must amend their IM program to include a process to correlate ILI indications with other
data such as cathodic protection (CP) monitoring, one-call records, etc.

7. $195.452 Pipeline integrify management in high cons€quence areas.

(f) what are the elements of an integrity management program? An integrity
management Program begins with the initial framework An operator must continually
change the program to reflect operating experience, conclusions drawn from results ofthe
integrify assessments, and other maintenance and surveillance data, and evaluation of
consequences ofa failure on the high consequence area. An operator must include, at
minimum, each of the following elements in its written integrity management program:

(4) Criteria for remedial actions to address integrity issues raised by the
assessment methods and information analysis (see paragraph (h) of this section);

7(a)' BFPL must amend their IM program to include processes for validating assessmenr
results and for making tool tolerance adjustments resulting from validation activities.

7(b)' BFPL must amend their IM program to include a method for determining the amount of
immediate repair pressure reduction, or provide guidance to use an altemate z|vo
pressure reduction, when ASMEiANSI 831 ,4 451.7 does not apply.

7(")' BFPL must amend their IM program to include a process for the prioritization and
scheduling of remediation activities resulting from assessment activities; [Ref.
$192.452(hX3)l

7(d). BFPL must amend their IM program to include procedures to notif, ops if the
remediation schedule can not be met and safety can not be provided through a
temporary reduction in pressure.

8. S195.452 Pipeline integrity management in high consequence areas.

(e) what are the risk factors for establishing an assessment schedule (for both the
baseline and continual integrity assessments)?

(1) An operator must establish an integrity assessment schedule that prioritizes
pipeline segments for assessment (see paragraphs (d)(1) and (i)(3) of tlis section).
An operator must base the assessment schedule on all risk factors that reflect the
risk conditions on the pipetine segment. The factors an operator must consider
include, but are not limited to:

(i) Results of the previous integrity assessment, defect type and size that the
assessment method can detect, and defect growth rate;
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(ii) Pipe size, material, manufacturing information, coating fype and
condition, and seam typel
(iii) Leak history, repair history and cathodic protection history;
(iv) Product transported;
(v) Operating stress levell
(vi) Existing or projected activities in the area;
(vii) Local environmental factors that could affect the pipeline (e.g.,
corrosivity of soil, subsidence, climatic);
(viii) geo-technical hazards; and(ix) physical support ofthe segment such
as by a cable suspension bridge.

(2) Appendix C of this part provides further guidance on risk factors.

8(a). BFPL must amend their IM progam risk analysis process to ensure risk factors reflect
the risk conditions on the pipeline segment, The factors an operator must consider
include, but are not limited to all ofthe risk factors risted unJer g195.a52(e)(1) .

8(b). BFPL must amend their IM prograrn risk analysis process to ensure that the dominant
causes of risk are readily identifiable.

8(c). BFPL must amend their IM program risk analysis process to ensure that probability of
failure @OF) categories are not weighted equally, but instead properly rlflect system-
specific and industry tlueat history.

8(d). BFPL must amend their M program risk analysis process to ensure that consequence of
failure (COF) categories weight public safety and environmental considerations
appropriately and that do not over emphasize non-safety considerations such as business
impacts.

8(e)' BFPL must amend their IM program risk analysis process to ensure that the application
of the risk analysis process is to pipeline segments that could affect an HCA and not to
pipeline sections that have in their length one or more pipeline segment(s) that could
affect HCAs.

8(D BFPL must amend their IM program risk analysis process to include the application of
the risk anaiysis process to all pipeline facilities.

9. s195.452 Pipeline integrity management in high consequence areas.

(i) What preventive and mitigative measures must an operator take to protect the high
consequence area?

9(a)' BFPL must amend their IM program preventative and mitigative measures to include a
determination of the likelihood of a pipeline release occurring and how such a release
could affect a high consequence area. At a minimum the followine risk factors shall be
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considered; terrain sunounding the pipeline segment, including drainage systems such
as small steams and other smaller waterways that could act as a conduit to the high
consequence area, elevation profile, characteristics ofthe product transported, amount

. ofproduct that could be released, possibility ofa spillage in a farm field following the
drain tile into a waterway, ditches along side a roadway the pipeline crosses, physical
suPport ofthe pipeline segment such as by a cable suspension bridge, exposure ofthe
pipeline to operating pressrue exceeding established maximum operating pressrue.

9(b). BFPL must amend their IM program to include an evaluation of potential preventative
and mitigative measures to prevent or minimize the likelihood of a pipeline release.
The preventative and mitigative measures may include, but are not limited to;
implementing damage prevention best practices, better monitoring of cathodic
protection where corrosion is a concem, establishing shorter inspection intervals,
installing emergency flow restriction devices @FRDs) on the pipeline segment,
modifuing the systems that monitor pressure and detect leaks, providing additional
training to personnel on response procedureso conducting drills with local emergency
responders and adopting other management contols.

9(c). BFPL must amend their IM program preventative and mitigative measlres to include a
process to evaluate the capability of leak detection on their system and a process to
modifr their leak detection capability, as necessary, to protect high consequence areas.
The evaluation process must, at least, consider, the following factors-length and size of
the pipeline, type of product carried, the pipeline's proximity to the high consequence
area, the swiftness of leak detection, location ofnearest response personnel, leak history,
and risk assessment results.

9(d). BFPL must amend their IM program preventative and mitigative measures to include an
analytical process for determining if an EFRD is needed on a pipeline segment to
protect a high consequence area in the event of a hazardous liquid pipeline release. At
a minimum this analysis shall consider the following factors-the swiftness of leak
detection and pipeline shutdown capabilities, the type of commodify carried, the rate of
potential leakage, the volume that can be released, topography or pipeline profile, the
potential for ignition, proximity to power sources, location of nearest response
personnel, specific terrain between the pipeline segment and the high consequen ce area,
and benefits expected by reducing the spill size.

10. $195.452 Pipeline integrity management in high consequence areas.

(j) What is a contiuual process of evaluation and assessment to maintain a pipeline's
integrity?

(4) Variance from the S-year intervals in limited situations-

(i) Engineering basis. An operator may be able to justi$ an engineering
basis for a longer assessment interval on a segment of line pipe, The
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justification must be supported by a reliable enginecring evaluation
combined with the use of other technolory, such as external monitoring
technolory, that provides an understanding of the condition of the line pipe
equivalent to that which can be obtained from the assessment methods
allowed in paragraph fi)(5) of this section. An operator must noti$ OpS
270 days before the end of the five-year (or tess) interval of the justification
for a longer interval, and propose an alternative interval. An operator must
send the notice to the address specified in paragraph (m) ofthis section.

(ii) Unavailable technolory, An operator may require a longer assessment
period for a segment of line pipe (for example, because sophisticated
internal inspection technolory is not available). An operator must justiff
the reasons why it cannot comply with the required assessment period and
must also demonstrate the actions it is taking to evaluate the integrify of tbe
pipeline segment in the interim, An operator must notify OpS lg0 days
before the end of the five-year (or less) iutervar that the operator may
require a longer assessment interval, and provide an estimate of when the
assessment can be completed, An operator must send a notice to the address
specifred in paragraph (m) of this section.

(5) Assessment methods. An operator must assess the integrify of the line pipe by
any of the following methods. The methods an operator setects to assess low
frequency electric resistance welded pipe or lap welded pipe susceptible to
longitudinal seam failure must be capable ofassessing seam integrify and of
detecting corrosion and deformation anomalies.

(iii) other technolory that the operator demonstrates can provide an
equivalent understanding of the condition of the line pipe. An operator
choosing this option must noti$ ops 90 days before conducting the
assessment, by sending a notice to the address or facsirnile number specified
in paragraph (m) of this section.

1 0(a). BFPL must amend their IM program to include processes for the justification of the
reassessment interval for each assessment section. Five years is not a default
reassessment interval. The reassessment interval mrlst be justified.

l0(b). BFPL must amend their IM program to include provisions for notifications to OPS for
l) reassessment variances and 2) the use of othei technorogy, as needed.

11. $195.452 Pipeline integrify management in high consequence arqas.

(f) what are the elements of an integrity management program? An integrity
management program begins with the initial framework. An operator must continually
change the program to reflect operating experience, conclusions drawn from results of the
integrity assessments, and other maintenance and surveillance data. and evaluation of
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consequences ofa failure on the high consequence area. An operator must include, at
rninimum, each of the following elements in its written integrity management program:

(7) Methods to measure the program's effectiveness (see paragraph (k) of this
section);

BFPL must amend their IM program to include a monitoring and evaluation process for
determining the program's effectiveness in assessing and evaluating the integrity of each
pipeline segment and in protecting the high consequence areas.

Following is an additional matter reviewed during the inspection, which revealed an area of
concern. We hope that you will consider and address this item of concern to further imorove
yow present levei of safety:

One ItI assessment on the Butte system had been conducted by Shell prior to BFPL
acquiring the line, but the final vendor report rvas not received until after the acquisition
was completed. On 52%o wall thickness anomaly was identified in the final ILI report,
with a I 80-day remediation period that had not yet expired at the time of this inspection.

under 49 United states code, $60122, you are subject to a civil penalty not to exceed
$100,000 for each violation for each day the violation persists up to a maximurn of
$1'000,000 for any related series of violations. The complianci officer has reviewed
the- circumstances and supporting documentation involved in the above probable violations,
and it is recommended that you be preliminarily assessed a civil penaltyof $50,000.00 for ltem
2@.

Regarding ltem 3(a), we have reviewed the circumstances and supporting documents involved
in this case, and have decided not to assess you a civil penalty. wi aavise you, however, that
should you not correct the circumstances Ieading to this violation, we will take enforcernent
action when and if the continued violations ,o-" to our attention.

Regardingltems 2(H however, pursuant to 49 united states code $60l lg, the office of
Pipeline Safety proposes to issue Belle Fourche Pipeline Companyl compliance order in the
form of the Proposed Compliance Order that is attached to ana maAe a part of this Notice of
Probable Violation.

Also attached to and made a part of this Notice of Probable Violation is an enclosed description
of the courses of action available to you in responding to this Notice. please note that if you
elect to make a response, you must do so within thirty (30) days of receipt of tbis Notice, or
waive your rights under 49 CFR $ 190,209. No response or a response that does not contest the
allegations in the Notice authorizes the Director, OpS to find the facts to be as alleged herein
and to issue appropriate orrl.rs. The thirty (30) day response period may be extended for good
cause shown if the request for extension is submitted *lthitt tire origini thLty (30) day period
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R._etdtngltr*t lbI IftI t(r). IGI 2h.). 2ft), 3(H, 4. Stu).S(U.6.7tu),7(b).7@.7(d,8h),
and ll-iprovilea in 49 CFR

$190.237, this notice serves as your notification that this offrce conslaers your procedures/plans
inadequate' Under 49 CFR $190.237, you have a right to submit written 

"o--"n 
, or requesr

an informal hearing. You must submit witten comments oi a request for a hearine within 30
days after receipt of this notice. After reviewing the record, the Associate Adminiitrator for
Pipeline Safety will determine whether your plans or procedures are adequate. The criteria used
in making this determination are outlined in 49 CFR 5190.237. If you do not wish to contest
this notice, please provide your revised procedures within 30 days of receipt of this notice.
When appropriate procedures have been prepared, submit them to:

Director, Western Region
Office of Pipeline Safety
Research and Special programs Administration
12300 W. Dakota Avenue, Suite #1 10
Lakewood, CO 80228

Ifyouhaveanyquestionsregardingthesematters,pleasecontactmeat(720)963-3160. Please
refer to cPF No, 5-2004-5030 in any correspondence or communication on this maner.

Compliance Registry (3)
DPS-28 (J. Davis)

QM
Director, Western Region

Enclosures
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PROPOSED COMPLIANCE ORDER

Pursuant to 49 United States Code, $60118, the Office of Pipeline Safetyproposes to issue to
Belle Fourche Pipeiine company (BFPL), a compliance order incor?orating the following
requirements to assure the compliance of BFPL with the pipeline safety regutations applicable
to its operations.

BFPL must, in complying with each proposed compliance item, ensure that the required
processes and procedures have the four characteristics identified as (a) through (d) below. The
proposed items all relate to the need for BFPL to improve its Integrity Management Program
(IM program) documentation. OPS recognizes that a number of program elements are still in
the development stage, and that documentation will continue to evoive as methods are fully
developed and defined. However, the procedures as well as the management and analytical
process guidance used to implement the program must be of sufficient detail and specificity to:

(a) Clearly articulate the necessary steps to perform each program element and
ensure repeatability,

(b) Describe the key input information sources,

(c) Define the process output products, their documentation (including the
justification for decisions), and document retention requirements, and

(d) Speciff organizational responsibilities for perforrning key process steps.

l. With respect to Item 2(b) of the Notice, BFpL must:

Perform a seam failure susceptibility analysis on all pipeline segments containing low
frequency electric resistance welded pipe (LFERW) and iap welded pipe to determine
which segments are susceptible to seam failure prior to selecting baseline integrity
assessment methods for applicable segments. This analysis must conclude which
assessment methods are capable of addressing their specific seam issues.

2. within 60 days of issuance of the Final order, Belle Fourche pipeline company
must complete the above items, and submit the required documentation and
procedures to the Director, western Region, office of pipeline safefy, Research
and special Programs Administration, 12300 west Dakota Ave, #110, Lakewood,
Colorado 80228.

3' BFPL must maintain documentation of the costs associated with fulfilling this
compliance order and submit the total to the Director, \flestern Region, office of
Pipeline Safefy.

Please refer to CPF No. 5-2004-5030 on ali corespondence.
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I. Procedures fur Resnondlng to a.Notice of probable Violation:

The requirements of 49 c.F.R. Part 190, subpart B govern yoru response to this Notice of
Probable Violation ("Notice").

Within 30 days of receipt of a Notice, the respondent shall respond to the Regional Director who
issued the Notice in the following way:

(a)  * -

(l)?ay the proposed civil penalty, authorizing OPS to make findings and to close the case
with prejudice to the respondent. Payment terms are outiined in Attachment A;

(2) Submit'*titten explariations, information, or other materials regarding the merits of
the allegations and seek elimination or mitigation of the proposed civii penalty; or

(3) Request a hearing as described below to contest the allegations and proposed
assessment of a civil penalty.

* Failure of the respondent to respond within 30 days of receipt of a Notice containing a civil
penalty constitutes a waiver of the right to contest the allegations ia the Notice and authorizes the
Associate Administrator for Pipeline Safety to find facts as alleged in ttre Notice without fitther
notice to the respondent and to issue a Final Order.

(b) _

(1) Notify the Regionai Director that you intend to take the steps in the proposed
compliance order;

(2) Submit written explanations, information, or other materials in answer to the
allegations in the Notice and object to or seek clarification of the proposed compliance
order items in whole or in part;

(3) Request a heariag as described below to contest the allegations in theNofice; or

(4) Request consideration of a consent order as described below pwsuant to 49 C.F.R. S
190.2r9.

(c) When the Notice contains an amendment of pla:rs or orocedures --

(1) Notify the Regional Director that you intend to take the steps in the proposed
amendment of plans or procedwes;

5.10 Response Options (6/09/03).



(2) submit written explanations, information, or other materials in answer to the
allegations in the Notice and object to or seek claritication of the proposed amendment
items in whole or in part; or

(3) Request a hearing as described below to contest the allegations in the Notice.

when the Notice contains warning items -- These items may be addressed at the
operatorls discretion; however. no response is required.

IL Procedure for Requesting a Ifearing

A request for a hearing must be in writing and accompanied by a statement.of the issues which
the respondent intends to raise at the hearing, The issues may relate to the alteged violations,
new information, or to the proposed compliance order or proposed civil penalty amount. A
respondent's failure to speciff an issue may result in waiver ofthe right to raise that issue at the
hearing. The respondent's request must also indicate whether or not iespondent will be
represented by counsel at the hearing. Failure to submit a request for a hearing in writing waives
the right to a hearing. In addition, if the amor:nt of the proposed civil penalty or the proposed
corrective action is less than $ 10,000, the hearing will be held by telephone, unless the
respondent submits a written request for an in-person hearing. Complete hearing procedures can
be found at 49 C.F.R. S 190.21 1.

III. Extensions of Time

An extension of time to prepare an appropriate response to a Notice may be granted, at the
agency's discretion, following submittal of a written request to the Region Director. The request
must indicate the amount of time needed and the reasons for the extension. The reouest must be
submitted within 30 days of receipt of the Notice.

IV. Freedom of Information Act

Any material prepared by RSPA/OPS, including the violation report, this Notice, and any order
issued in this case, and./or any material provided to OpS, may betonsidered public hformation
and subject to disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act (FOLA), If the informafion you
provide is security sensitive, privileged, confidential or may cause yoru company competitive
disadvantages, please clearly identiff tJre material and provide jusdfication why the do-cuments,
or portions of a document, should not be released under FOIA, Ifwe receive a request for your
material, we will notifu you if RSPA/ops, after review of the materials and you piovided
justification, determines that withholding the materials does not meet any exemption provided
under the FOIA. You may appeal the agency's decision to release materials under the FOIA at
that time. Your appeal will stay the release of those materiajs until a frnal decision is made.

r 
to'
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The Smail Business and Agriculhual Regulatory Enforcement Ombudsman and 10 Regional
Fairness Boards were established to receive comments from small businesses about federal
agency enforcement actions. The Ombudsman will arurually evaluate the enforcement activities
and rate each agency's responsiveness to small business. If you wish to comment on the
enforcement actions of the Research and Special Programs id-ittistratiotr, call 1:888-REG-
FArR ( 1 -8 88-73 4-3247).
ATTACIIMENT A -- PAYI,TENT INSTRUCTIONS

Civil Penaltv Pavments of Less Than $10.000
Plfmgnt of a civil penalty of less than $ 10,000 proposed or assessed, under Subpart B of Part
190 of the Pipeline Safety Regulations can be made by certified check, money order or wfue
transfer. Payment by certified check or money order should be made payable to the "Department
of Transportation" and should be sent to:

General Ledger Branch (AMZ-300)
Federal Aviation Admi nistrati on
U.S. Department of Transportation
Mike Monroney Aeronautical Center
P.O. Box 25082
Oklatroma Ciry, OK 73lZS-4915

wire transfer payments of less than $ 10,000 may be made through the Federal Reserve
Comrnunications System @edwire) to the account of the U.S. Treasury. Detailed instructions are
provided below. Questions concerning wire transfer should be directed to the General Ledeer
Branch at (405) 954-4719, or at the above address.

Civii Penalty Pavments of $10.000 or more
Plrynent ofa civil penalty of$I0,000 or more proposed or assessed under Subpart B ofPart 190
of the Pipeline safety Regulations must be made wire tansfer (49 c.F.R. s sgil @X3)) through
the Federal Reserve communicatioru system (Fedwire) to the account of the u.s. Treasury.
Detailed instuctions are provided below. Questions conceming wire hansfers should be directed
to the General LedgerBranch at (a05) 954-47lg,or at the above address.

1, RECEIVER'S ABA NO.
021030004

2. TYPE SUBTYPE
1$rovided by sending bank)

3. SENDINGBANKARB NO.
(provided by sending bank)

4. SENDINGBANKREFNO.
lhryylded by sending bank)

5, AMOTINT 6. SENDING BANK NAME
(provided by sending bank)

7. RECEIVERNAME:
TREAS NYC

8. PRODUCTCODE
,Q'lormally CTR, or as provided by sending bank)
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10. REASONS FORPAYMENT
OBI = Payment for Civil penalMRspA
CPF #

PFTBUCTIONS: You, as sender of the wire ftansfer, must provide the sending bank with the
information for Block (l), (5), (7), (9), and (10). The information provided in blocks (l), (7),
and (9) are constant and remain the same for all wire hansfers to Research and Soecial
Programs Administration, Department of Transportation.

Block #1 - RECEIVER ABA NO. - "021030004'. Ensure the sending bank enters this nine
digit idenfification number, it represents the routing symbol for the U.5. Treasury at the Federal
Reserve Bank in New york.

Block #5 - AMOLTNT - You as the sender provide the amount of the tansfer. Please be sure the
transfer arnount is punchrated with commasand a decimal point. EXAMpLE: $10.000.00

Block #7 - RECEIVER NAME- "TREAS Nyc.- Ensure the sending bank enters this
abbreviation, it rnust be used for all wire transfer to the Treasury Depirtnent.

Block #9 - BENEFICIAT - AGENCY LocATIoN coDE - ..BNF=/AC-69001105" Ensures
the sending bank enters this information. This is the Agency Location Code for Research and
Special Programs Administration, Departrnent of Transportation.

BIOCK #10 - REASON FOR PAYMENT - ..OBI _ PAYMENT fOr CiViI PENAIIY,/RSPA CPF
1y1bgr and rour company's name. Example: oBI = payment for civil renhty/Rsra cpF #1-
2002-500li ABC Pipeline Co.

Note: - A wire transfer must comply with the format and instructions or the Depanment ca$tot
accept the wire transfer. You, as the sender, can assist this process by notifying, at the time you
send the wire tansfer to the General Accounting Division @b, SS+_iZtg. 

'
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AF'F'IDAVIT OF ROBERT STAMP

I, Robert Stamp, hereby depose and state as follows:

1 . I am have been employed by Belle Fourche Pipeline Company ("BFP") since September 1990.
Among other duties, I am responsible for certain aspects of Belle Fourche's compliance with Office of
Pipeline Safety regulafi ons.

2- I am familiar with the Notice of Probable Violation (NPV) referenced as CPF No. 5-2004-5030,
and the Final Order regarding the same. The NPV and the Final Order were issued to BFP. I was also
involved in the OPS May 2004 inspections of certain plans that led to the issuance of the NPV.

3. At the time of the inspections, BFP had completed the requirements in 29 CFR $ 195.452(a) for its
pipeline s)istems, as of December 1,2003. Specifically, BFP had identified "high consequence areas" and
performed risk assessments for those segments. At the time of the inspections, BFP was integrating its
completed plan with the in-process plan of a related, but separate company named Bridger Pipetine LLC
(Bridger Pipeline), which had recenfly been acquired. Bridger Pipelinl operates another relafed, but
s€,parate company called Butte Pipeline Company (Butte pipeline).

4. Bridger Pipeline and Butte Pipeline are separate corporate entities from BFP, and BFP does not
operate either company.

5. BFP has pre-t970low-frequency ERW (electric-resistance welded) pipe on a few segments of
pipeline that could affect an HCA. Pursuant to 29 CFR g 195.a52(cXlXiXB), such lines muit be
"assessed" using one of three methods. One method ailows application of the pressure test regrlations at
29 CFR Subpart E. In turn, Subpart E allows an operator to reduce maximum operating pressure (MOp)
by 80% in lieu ofpressure testing. BFP has elected to "assess" and mitigate the risk olseam failure on
the applicable pte-1970 ERW pipeline by reducing MOP by 80%. This was done in January 2005.

6- Bridger and Butte Pipeline have made timely progress in complying with 29 cFR $
1es.a52(c)(t )(i)(B).

Belle Fourche Pipeline Company
455 N. Poplar
P.O. Drawer 2360
Casper, WY 82602

State of Wyoming

: irtlr"q xoclt :-
zt-t ' ' , i  ; , i . .. ' tJ"too 
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My Commission. Expire's; gtrH$i
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AIT'IDAVIT OF MANI]EL A. LOJO

I, Manuel A. Lojo, hereby depose and state as follows:

l. I am an attorney employed by Belle Fourche Pipeline Company ('BFP") since July 1979.
Among other duties, I am responsible for representing BFP with respect to various legal matters
including responding to Notices of Probable Violation by regulatory 4gencies including the
Office ofPipeline Safety ("OpS").

2. During the course of my employment at BF?, I have tirnely responded to numerous
deadlines imposed by regulatory agencies, including but not limited to deadlines for responding
to Notices of Probable Violation ("I[PV")

3. Attached as Exhibit I hereto is a true and correct copy of a letter I prepared and sent in
response to an OPS Notice of Probable Violation iszued on September 30,2OO4 (the "Response
Lett€C). I prepared the Response Letter with the assistance of Robert Stamp, an engineeiwith
BFP, who was the source of the factual information which I needed to respond to the NPV. My
file contains information including an email that documents work in preparing a timely resporure
totheNPV.

4. Because OPS has not responded to this matter for nearly two years, I do not have a
specific recollection about how I directed that this particular communication (the Response
Lett€r) be s€nt to the OPS. However, it was my customary practice then and still is today to send
any communications to regulatory agencies zuch as the OPS by expedited means, either by
facsimile or overnight mail. I believe that I transmitted the Reiponse Lette,r to OpS by e*peaiteA
means on November 4,2004.

State of Wyoming

CounW ofNatrona

Belle
A Lojo, Esq.

Pipeline Company
455 N. Poplar
P.O. Drawer 2360
Casper, WY 82602

:ss

-?{r day of luly, 2006.
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BELLE FOURCHE PIPELINE COMPANY
Gasper, tAIy 92602

Law Department
John J. Blomstrom, General C.ounsel
Manuel A. Lojo, Attomey
W. JacKon Stewart, Attbmey

November 4,2OO4

Chris Hoidal
Director, Western Region
Office of pipeline Safety
RSPA
12300 W. Dakota Avenue, Suite 110
Lakewood, CO 8022g

Re: CpF No. 5-2004-5030

Reply to writerl
P.O. Drawer 2360
Casper, WY 82602
Phonei 307/ 266-0319
Facsimile: 307 /266-0357
eMail : mloio@truecos.com

Mr. Hoidal;

e of Violation issued after an audit of
e Integrity Management plans in May
e.proposed civil penalty for Item 2(a):

we disagree that BFPL did not complete its risk analysis process at thetime of the inspection. There was confusion at the time of the audit as toexactly what plan was being reviewed. BFpL's pran was, in fact, completedin January 2003 for an operator with ress than 500 mires.

T[:Y:t,_?ldger?ipe.tine was acquired in December 2003, and it was
which included

:,?::::.:.:lrl:.9^,jl-J,1nuav 2004 alo.ns with the Beile Fourche pipetine assets,

time after a major acquisition, the combined epvdFel prin was in progress.

xactly on to what plan the violation is
rt BFPL "had not completed their risk
tplete, for BFPL assets, as of January
pection. The BFpL plan had very little



Chris Hoidal, Director
November 4, ZOO4
Page 2 of 2

in the way of risk analysis as stated in Item 2(a), but that was because there
:nts for BFpL. The IM plan laid out a
ments based on easily identifiable risk
A more rigorous risk analysis process

Its,

In light of all of the circumstances, we wourd request that theproposed penalty be rescinded.

we have examined arl of the other Items in the NoV and areincorporating them into the BpL,/BFpL plan.

Very truly,

Belle Fourche pipeline Company




